Investigation of Friction Measurements at CSM for Hot Steel Forging Applications
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Abstract
Interfacial friction between forging dies and workpiece has a significant effect on forging
applications, impacting die-wear, forming quality and deformation loads. The ring compression test
is a simple, inexpensive and reliable means of quantifying the friction factor (m) for different
materials, forging conditions, and lubricants. Undergraduate forging and forming classes at
Colorado School of Mines have used existing equipment to do ring compression tests on softer
metals like aluminum, but the purpose of this investigation is to determine if the equipment at CSM
is capable of handling the test on heated steels. A series of tests were run using 8620 steel heated to
1000°C, then deformed on a 100 kip MTS load frame with H-13 flat dies. The results" were
consistent with predictions and demonstrated that existing facilities at CSM are capable of
performing the ring compression test on hot steel reliably. Four industrial lubricants from Acheson
Industries were evaluated -Deltaglaze 153, Deltaforge 1105, Dag 137 and Deltaforge 907. All four
lubricants exhibited friction factors from 1.0 at low reduction to around 0.6 at higher reduction,
with the Deltaforge 907 averaging slightly lower than the others.
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I. Introduction
Ideally, metal forging would involve perfectly smooth, frictionless dies. In reality, the
friction between die and workpiece surfaces can lead to galling and pickup on the die surface, and
inconsistency in the formed piece. Friction is predominantly the effect of the high pressures used
and the unavoidable surface roughness in both the die and workpiece [I]. The effects of surface
roughness can be alleviated by lubrication [2,3] and many different tests have been developed over
the years to determine measurable values for this interfacial friction. These tests involve a variety
of materials such as aluminum and copper [4], plasticine [5] and even porous steel [6], as well as
various geometries such as disks [7,8,9,10], "spikes" [11], slabs [12] and strips [13].
The ring compression test has been used since the 1960's because it is a simple,
inexpensive and reliable test of interfacial friction well suited to forging applications. The test uses
rings of the material to be forged and is based on the assumption of a constant interfacial shear
factor represented by m and a constant rate of strain hardening for each material, with friction
factor values for various ring geometries represented by calibration curves [14,15]. At the totally
frictionless extreme (m = 0), the ring would deform under compression radially outward similar to
a solid disk, and the resulting reduction in height and increase in inner diameter would reflect this.
However, as the interfacial friction increases, the inner radius eventually decreases as the inner
surface barrels inward, and the friction factor approaches unity for perfectly "sticky" surfaces [16].
In this investigation a 6:3:2 ratio of outer diameter, inner diameter and height was used for the ring
geometry. Rings machined to this ratio were deformed under simulated forging conditions and the
change in dimensions of inner diameter and height revealed the amount of interfacial friction [17].

1.l Objective
The major goal of this project was to critically assess and evaluate the ring test as a method
for determining friction factors for steel under hot forging conditions within the mechanical testing
laboratories at Colorado School of Mines.
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A 100 kip MTS load frame was used for this investigation, configured with H-13 flat dies.
Initial calculations, based on the high temperature yield strength of 8620 steel and the capacity of
the load frame, indicated that a 50% height reduction of the heated samples would not exceed the
capabilities of the equipment even at high friction. In order to isolate the load cell from exposure to
the heat of the dies, an insulating ceramic plate was inserted between the load cell and the H-13
die.

The general process was fairly straightforward. For each test run, a set of rings was
heated in air in a resistive furnace to 1000°C for 45 minutes. One ring at a time was removed
from the furnace and compressed, with no attempt made to remove scale from the samples before
compression. Four measurements of outer diameter, inner diameter and height were taken and
averaged, both before heating and after deformation. The outer diameter measurements were not
required for the calibration curves, but were used to determine a rough (i.e. not accounting for
bulge geometry) change in volume value that was used as a spot check of consistency.
The actual tests were broken into three phases. The first phase was intended to determine
that the equipment was configured appropriately and would work as planned. The second phase
went further and verified the actual process by adding a lubrication step. The third phase and
final phase applied what was learned in the first two phases to evaluate four different industrial
lubricants.

2.1 PhaseI
Ten rings from the first set of rough-cut samples were selected of approximately the same
size (-0.400"). Five different reductions were planned and, in the interest of pure experimentation,
one ring of each reduction was either air cooled or water quenched. (The results were equivalent
with respect to cooling method; if there was any variation in two cooling methods, it was lost in the
measurement "noise".) Dimension measurements were recorded before the rings were heated and
compressed. The platens were at room temperature at the start of the test run and the first and last
pairs of rings were compressed the same amount to determine if there would be any significant
change as the ten samples gradually heated the platens. (Again, any variation was in the
measurement noise, so no discernable effect could be inferred.)
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2.2 Phase II
Nine more rings of roughly equal height (--0.385") from the first set of rough-cut samples were
selected and measured for the next test. For this phase, the platens were warmed prior to testing to
approximately 80°C with an electric hot-plate. The rings were deformed in 5% increments to about
a 45% reduction in height. Graphite powder was applied to the lower platen and sprinkled on the
top of each ring as it was removed from the furnace and placed on the die, though the tendency was
for the powder to lump up and roll off the top of the hot rings leaving the top surface less uniformly
lubricated.

2.3 Phase m
For the final set of tests, four industrial forging lubricants from Acheson Industries were used. The
first one used was Deltaglaze 153, a high temperature glass lubricant in a water-based carrier. The
lubricant was used straight from the can (after stirring), rather than slightly diluted
in a 5: I ratio of product to water as recommended, and was swabbed onto the platens with paper
towels. The lubricant had the consistency of a thick water-based paint and tended to dry out quickly
on the warm platens, leaving a slightly uneven surface for pressing, and a visible residue on the
rings after reduction. The next lubricant used was Deltaforge 1105, a soluble synthetic in a water
carrier. Diluted to the recommended I: 5 ratio of product to water, the lubricant had the appearance
and consistency of dishwashing soap, making it easy to swab evenly onto the platens with paper
towels between each test run. The two remaining graphite-based lubricants, Deltaforge 907 and
Dag 137 (the former a liquid and the latter in paste form), were diluted as recommended (I :3 and I:
10 respectively) and applied with spray bottles. Between rings, loose scale was vacuumed from the
platens before the next coat of lubricant was applied. Between lubricants, the platens were cleaned
with the commercial degreaser FantastikTM and reheated with the electric hot-plate for about half
an hour. Six rings were tested with each lubricant (except for the Deltaforge 1105 run where only
five rings were available). The rings were deformed from 15% to 50% in approximately 7%
increments.
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3. Results and discussion
The first phase of testing successfully showed that, with minor modifications to the
process, the same methodology used in the undergraduate Forging and Forming class with hot
aluminum rings could be applied to hot steel. The friction values were consistently around 1.0,
as can be seen in Figure 1. This is a value indicating sticking friction, which would be expected for
a hot steel forging with no lubrication. The second phase proved the process could be made
to work for more complex tests. However, the data were not as consistent as the first test; this is
most likely the result of incomplete application of the lubricant.
The final phase was also a qualified success. The results, as seen in Figure 2, are fairly
consistent, though two trends require explanation. The first is the large variation in height
measurements for the Deltaglaze samples, especially at low deformation; dried lubricant residue
tended to cake onto the upper and lower surfaces and may have influenced the measurements. The
second trend is the variation in friction factor between low and high deformation. This may be the
result of the scale dominating the frictional effects at lower reductions while the lubricants proved
more effective at higher reductions.

4. Summary
The ring compression test is a simple and effective method for evaluating interfacial
friction between forging dies and workpieces. This test has been used in undergraduate laboratories
at Colorado School of Mines for 13 years with hot aluminum rings. This study showed that the
same equipment and general methodology can be applied to hot steel, though the presence of scale
did add a level of complexity to both the procedure and the interpretation of the results.
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